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This work is perhaps the most novel of any of tht
productions of this very successful writer. The general
line of it was foreshadowed in his article upon Ele
mentary Instruction Books, in the December issue oThe Etude.
It combines the following peculiarities: —
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Twenty Lessons to a Beginner

1. EAR TRAINING. - From the very first lesson there
are exercises calculated to awaken and educate the per¬
ceptions of pitch and time relations, of which music at
to its form, is composed. The relation of tones to key,
chord relations and time are taken up in their simplest
forms, and gradually developed to the complexity suit
able to pleasing pieces of the easiest kind, such alone as
the first quarter can contain.
It is believed that the
method of doing this part of the work will be found not
only practicable if carried out according to the directions,
but also explained with such clearness and particularity
as to enable the young teacher to apply the system with¬
out other help than the book itself.

■-i. Ope
2. TECHNIC AND TOUCH.-The foundation of from
pianoforte technic is laid according to the ideas of Dr
Ch
Mason’s system, which not only develops the finger pianis
ability more rapidly, by far, than any other system, but
Be
also assists in educating certain parts of what might be plish
called the Mental Technic of thinking music, upoD
Pia
which so much depends through the later course of musi¬ can p
cal study. The Mason exercises in arpeggios and scaleB
are so valuable in this direction that it would be wise
Pian
to use them for practice if they had no value at all as
mechanical developers of finger power and facility, for
there is no other method in which this work can be done
E
so easily.
The Lessons to a Beginner show the manner in whicL
these exercises should be applied in the beginning of the
course, and in this respect cover new ground.

3. DICTATION AND MEM OR IZING.-AU the
amusements in the first ten lessons are to be dictated to
the pupil and written down from ear, and in no single
instance learned from the notes.
This method of pro
cedure takes rather more time, but it results in develop
ing a manner of playing which is purely musical in its
essence, and as such closely related to all the late
growth of the pupil’s musical powers.
In this respect
the present work marks a wide departure from the mus
cular concepts and mechanical concepts which too often
constitute the entire mental basis of elementary playing
and, in fact, often vitiate the work of those who arrogate
to themselves the name of artists.
, Another aurious feature of the work, concerning the
value of which very likely there will be differences of
opinion, is the gradual introduction of the staff, or
rather the method of preceding it with various simple
notations, of a tonic sol-fa pattern, the full staff coming
only at the twelfth or thirteenth lesson, and then as a
gradual evolution from the simpler forms preceding.
What Mr. Mathews has undertaken to do in this work
is, first, to give the pupil a start toward musical play¬
ing; second, to introduce the notation in the true way,
namely, as the means of expressing concepts which
the pupil already has within himself; and third, to
develop a musical touch, and lay a foundation upon
which the highest grades of artistic playing caD
afterwards be founded without undoing anything.
The work is distinctly original and American, hut
there is no single element in it not tested and proven by
experience.
the:
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you blame him with the failure. In music, however, as
in medicine, there are not only “many men of many
minds,” but the doctors themselves disagree, and there
are no authorities so supreme that all others must bow
down to them, like the brethren in Joseph’s prophetic
dream. You say your book is by a “ standard author.”
That is a correct phrase, and we are compelled to go by
such vague terms in music, and yetis there anything in the
the world more vague than fame ? It is by the general con¬
census of mankind that any man gets his weight of au¬
thority. This is the way that even the fame of Beethoven,
which is perhaps the most stable thing to day in music,
was built up to its pyramidal height. There is much
matter for reflection and a good deal of ground for hesi¬
tation in the answer to your question, but, speaking gen¬
erally, I should say, obey your teacher, unless the matter
in question is something of elemental importance, and
he is clearly, demonstrably, and enormously in the
wrong. In that case do not continue your lessons, even
until the end of the quarter, though you have paid for
them. If your confidence in your teacher is seriously
undermined, observe I say seriously, then quit him, and
quit him instanter; do not ask him to refund the money
either, for that is adding insult to injury. But be very
careful that the matter in dispute be a matter of vital
moment, that it be something radical in musical art, and
that your teacher is diametrically wrong. If you can do
so respectfully, and yet with that positiveness which
comes from conviction and intelligent thought, call his
attention to the matter, and if he is a growing teacher,
is a living plant in the garden of the Muses, and not a
mere dead stalk, he may, though with some painful em¬
barrassment and mortification, admit his error and make
atonement to you by becoming a more wide awake, ac¬
curate instructor in future. None of us are absolutely in¬
fallible, and that teacher does not exist who has never
in all his lifetime made a solitary mistake of opinion or
of fact in his teaching.
To C. D. R —You ask me two questions—first as to
“ picking out ” melodies at the piano. I agree with your
teacher in considering it a pernicious habit. You say
you “ picked out” nearly all of a beautiful organ volun¬
tary. With all due respect to your intentions of truth¬
fulness and with nothing but the kindest feeling in the
world, I must, however, say that I question the correct¬
ness of your statement. The cultivation of the ear is
very important to a musician, but is too large a subject
for me to fully explain here ; I will take it up at another
time ; but please do not delude yourself with the idea that
a rough approximation to the leading melodic thoughts
in a composition is the composition. How often have I
heard ignorant but well-meaning mammas boast that
their little girls, after attending an opera, could come
home and play nearly the whole work. If they told me
that their young hopefuls, after glancing over the morn¬
ing newspaper for an hour, could recite it nearly all
word for word, the story would not be a whit more im¬
probable or impossible. Any noble piece of music is the
product of what Wordsworth calls “high thinking;”
yes, we will say something more, very high thinking and
the very highest kind of emotion plus an inconceivable
amount of preliminary mental training in the power of
thinking musical forms with persistence and clearness.
To master any great work of music, or even a small work
which is conceived in an earnest spirit and has any pith
in it, demands well-trained faculties, serious work, and a

fingers as they wander over the keyboard as flowers used
to spring up under the feet of Venus, according to the
Greek mythology, then by all means compose, and not
only compose but write down what you compose. Do
not, however, attempt to publish anything or even to ask
anybody but your most intimate friends to hear it, unless
by a long course of systematic lessons in harmony and
counterpoint and form and by many exercises in prac¬
tical composition you have become a clear headed, clearthinking musician. Spontaneity is necessary in all works
of art, but scholarship is at least equally as important.
Crude music, even if full of genius, is almost worthless.

WOMAN IN MUSIC.
BY FANNY BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER.
The position of woman in music, her possibilities and
limitations in that field, are controlled by the rules appli¬
cable to the intellectual limitations of the sexes in gen¬
eral.

To the one sex has been given in a large measure
strength, to the other beauty; to the one aggressive
force, to the other winning affection ; to the one the palm
in the empire of thought, to the other the palm in the
empire of feeling.
The ancient philosophers had such good opinion of our
sex that they ascribed all arts to the Muses, all sweetness
and morality to the Graces, and all prophetic inspiration
to the Sibyls—all women.
Certain it is that, in all things that appeal to the heart,
and that involves the exercise of the finest sensibilities
of a sympathetic nature, as in all departments of art.
woman cannot only be equal, but even the superior of
man.
The art of music has two very distinct branches, the
creative and the reproductive.
About the latter and woman's partin it little need be
said.
I am confident that even those who are not inclined to
credit our sex with any mental capacity will admit that
women have reached the highest pinnacle of fame, and
deservedly so, in the various kinds of reproductive
music.
They have produced some of the greatest singers, pi¬
anists, and violinists, who were and are recognized as most
eminent exponents of their respective arts.
. Whether there are any particular characteristics dis¬
tinguishing the performances of men from those of
women, is a debatable question.
There are people who claim that, as a general rule
there is to be found more breadth and power in the work
of men, and more grace and sentiment in that of women.
While I admit that, up to a certain degree of efficiency
these differences might be discernible, I do insist that
they disappear—nay, more than that, change places
if anything, among those artists of both sexes who have
reached the highest development in the art of interpre¬
tation.
”
But with all that it can hardly be denied that, as a
general rule, even among the greatest artists, men belong
to the objective, women to the subjective class of inter¬
preters. Men usually have the capacity for concentrat¬
ing their thoughts more strictly upon their mental work
and to place themselves outside, as it were, of the com¬
position they attempt to render. A woman puts her in¬
nermost soul into everything she undertakes ; her momen¬
tary feeling, her humor, always affects her interpretation
It is this subjectivity that renders her performance so
fascinating. She allows her temperament to carrv her
away, but it is this surrender of her whole nature to her
chosen art that makes woman’s position in reproductive
art unique. In the creative branch of music, however
woman 8 genius has as yet not had very great triumphs'
Creative force, spontaneity of invention, and the power
of combination, so far as musical composition is con¬
cerned, seem to have been vouchsafed to them only in
such small measure that really great achievements in this
direction have been out of the question. No female
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one of the letters, the most important is the root,
so we begin by doubling that. Strike the chord
of C, thus: C with the left hand, E, G, C with
the right. You see that one letter, C, is doubled
and is in the bass and at the top, or treble. Now
when a chord is struck this way, it is said to be
in the octave position, because' the treble is the
octave of the bass, or the root is at the bass and in
the treble. Now keep C with the left hand and
play G, C, E, with the right. This is called the
third or tierce position, because the root is in the
bass and the third in the treble. Now keep O
with left and play C, E, G, with the right hand.
This is called the fifth or quint position, because
the root is in the bass and the fifth at the top.
Go over all the chords in the same way. Then question
as follows:
Play chord of C—third position.
Play chord of F—fifth position.
Play chord of D—octave position.
Play chord of A—fifth position.
Play chord of F—octave position.
Play chord of G—quint position, and so on.
Make the pupil strike each one of the chords. Then
ask the questions given below.
Example 1.
I

4

The notes of a chord are not always struck i"
s
getlier, but are struck one after the other, this is
called dispersing or breaking the chords. To find
out what the chords are, and in what position they
If
are written it is only necessary to strike the notes musi
together. Thus:
The
not t
migh

Te

o

Sib
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Stu
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Th
The half note C in the bass, is equal to the four spare
eighths in the treble, also the half note F; there¬ these
fore, by striking together all the notes that belong
Pla
to C, we get C, E, G, C; all that belong to F, we
getF, F, A, C.
’
t
o
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C in octave position.
IE
f
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F in quint position.

Th
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Below are two little preludes for the piano, hours
Te
made by dispersing or breaking up the chords
Stu
given in exercise number one.
So
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Now analyze this one. Play the chords of which
it is a dispersion. Say whether they are major or
long't^tCcT117 °f
minor.
_
Example 4.
A.—Four.
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what as follows:
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n°teS °f th<3 right hand part be' amm

Q■—How many to the G?
A.—Four.
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And so on; each four must be struck with the
bass note to which they belong, then determine • prS
1st, (he root. 2nd, whether major or minor 3rd' awh
the position.
1
’ avv Ill
This work is now published in book form, complete
in SO Lessons.
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William H. Sherwood says: “Yes and no. The pupil
should alternate between playing with and without ex¬
pression. In the latter way he will be able to keep cool,
and think more about careful preparation ; whereas the
emotional qualities of the music may prove too alluring
and stimulating for an intelligent study if practicing with
expression is persisted in.”
Question 7. Should the pedal be used from the first
study of the piece ?
Answer 7. Chevalier de Kontski: “ Certainly not,
for the pedal is a great obstacle to clear playing, making
a great confusion and dissonance, ruining and blurring
melody and accompaniment, and perhaps mixing unre¬
lated harmonies. The study of the pedal is of the great¬
est importance, and should receive careful attention
after the piece is learned, and in no case be employed
before this.”
Mr. Sherwood : “ He should study the use of the pedal
with as much intelligence and with as delicate a care as
any other part of the lesson. If the pedal is used during
the practice of difficulties, the resonance and sustaining
of all tones will prevent the pupil from doing as clear
and exact work ; therefore, use the pedal but little dur¬
ing the early study of the piece, and not too much at any
time. The fingers should be able to keep up a clear
legato in nearly all cases and as little dependence be put
upon the pedal for legato as possible, but finally, especi¬
ally in public performance, the pedal will be used as
dictated by a refined taste.”
Question 8. Should he in the study of the piece play
with a strong and firm touch, or shade its power as de¬
manded by a good expression ?
Answer 8. Chevalier de Kontski: “He should study
the piece with a strong and firm touch till he can surely
play the piece through in an even tempo with no falter¬
ing or uncertainty; then it is very easy to shade the
touch according to the demands of gdod expression, and
through this method he will the sooner come to a fine
performance of the piece, for the mind should not be
overburdened with details, but be free to cope with
technical and other difficulties.”
Mr. Sherwood: “ Both ways alternating. Most play¬
ers need to practice much with a strong lifting and soft
playing energy instead of practicing so loudly.”
Question 9. Should the pupil take the piece away from
the instrument and try to think out its effect, mentally,
hearing it with his inner ear, as it were?
Answer 9. Chevalier de Kontski: “ It is profitable to
do this when the piece is well enough learned so he
can follow its effect clearly in thought, for in this way he
has no technical difficulties to overcome, and can there¬
fore think out the best effects more surely than when
playing the piece.”
Mr. Sherwood : “ Yes, often 1 It is of great value and
a greater help in finding the finer and more subtle points
of expression, and it has a distinct worth in the help it
gives when he comes to play it after such a mental
study.”
Question 10. Is it a good idea to lay the piece by for
a few days now and then, to let it ripen, as it were, and
if so, at what stage of its learning ?
Answer 10. Chevalier de Kontski: “ It is a good plan
to lay a piece aside after a few days’ study upon it, and
then take it up again, when it will be fresh, and he can
do more accurate work upon it; in fact, he should begin
it again for particular accuracy, and when it is well worked
up put it by again for a few days, and then take it up for

be taken but of a different style, as, if the first was classi¬
cal the second should be romantic: this prevents a one¬ Son
sided development and gives variety, freshness, and new beg
tow
interest to the pupils’ study.”
Mr. Sherwood: “Yes; two or three different styles Hay
afford a welcome and profitable variety. If the pieces epo

are long, a short section of each is recommended rather sion
W
betw
the pieces at once.”
Question 12. How long should he sit at practice at a poss
emb
time and how many hours a day ?
Answer 12. Chevalier de Kontski: “Beethoven was peri
much opposed to many hours of practice a day and too an e
many hours at a sitting; his advice was as follows: agre
‘ Remember that it is not the quantity but the quality of clas
study that will bring you to perfection.
You must the
not play several hours consecutively, but as soon as your nen
fingers become tired stop your practice at once, to avoid age
stiffness.’ ”
wor
Mr. Sherwood: “It depends upon the health of the rece
pupil. I could only advise upon personal acquaintance. setti
However, in general, it may be said that it is not well to clas
practice when the pupil is much fatigued, for the techni¬ poin
cal and artistic parts of a piece both need the freshness incl
and alertness of an active mind and unwearied body.”
of th
Dom
Em
WHAT IS CLASSIC MUSIC ?
sam
II.
Hum
the
BY EDWARD DICKINSON.
con
But, it may be said, a “romantic” work, so-called,
T
may be as regular and complete in form as a classic was
work, and often is so. Wherein, then, does the distinc¬ the
tion lie? It lies simply in this, that whereas a typical the
classic work produces its effect as a whole, and by cert
arousing an intellectual as well as an emotional satisfac¬ hist
tion, the typical romantic work produces its effect more slow
by means of the beauty of its details. In the classic tem
work the 'composer’s thought is how he may make the and
parts fit each other and combine into a perfect whole; but men
the romantic composer thinks more of the adornment of mod
the parts themselves, as though the form and plan were prin
incidental, not the end of his effort, but the means of man
his effect. So, in romantic music, the composer is more out
free to modify the form to suit the exigencies of his thei
thought, and often throws aside the methods and rules hav
that sufficed for the classicist, and strains after brilliant men
effect, however lawless the course by which he pursues surv
it. Hence classic music is more restrained and severe for
than the romantic; it aims to satisfy not merely the thou
emotional susceptibility, but also the calm, critical, scien¬
tific analysis. To the uneducated music lover the classic
often seems cold, dry, and forbidding ; it has not the fresh,
buoyant spontaneity of the romantic, but seems to repose to^
calmly in its consciousness of perfection, as if disdain¬ th
don
ing all temporary expedients of attraction.
han
To sum up in a phrase—the classic work makes its
mu
appeal solely in its entirety.
The most complete and see
extreme example in music is the fugue. In hearing a dail
fugue we are borne along by a steady stream—there are as a
no resting points, no isolated beauties of detail which fs fu
to u
tempt us to pause; each phrase is an inevitable conse¬ mo
quence of that which went before and an inevitable ante¬ H i
cedent of that which comes after; we are conscious of be t
no definite emotion until the end is reached, and our tha
spe
impression at last is of something majestic, logical
Tho
than diffuse and hurried practice of too many pages of

composer has the very desirable merit of developing the quieter expression. It is a standard rule of the writer
themes of a work without unueeessary length and to always emphasize modulating notes. They are gen¬
repetitions.
erally found in the dominant chord of the next key in
This march has also been written for orchestra and succession. The first period ends with the first note of
military bands. By a comparison with the orchestra its measure 16 for the melody and with the secoud and
varied tone-colors and resources will suggest some of the third chords for the accompaniment. The comma (,)
best possibilities of expression in treating the march. denotes a division between phrases. It would be well
The interpretation requires, first of all, a bright and if musicians would unite in the use of the common pauses
spirited rhythm, at the rate of a brisk walk, four steps in literature to denote similar pauses in music, as, ; : !
The dotted eighth note of measure 16 should be given
or beats to the measure ; I = 100 to 118 as the extremes
of tempo. The trio, in G flat, may be taken nearer the a fresh impulse, for it starts the second section of the
slower tempo, and with a much more quiet legato touch march with new thematic material. The last sixteenth
than is necessary for the stirring, decided subjects of the note of this measure is to be taken lightly as you pass to
first part. This first part should be played with a firm the first beat of the next measure, the octaves of A flat
quality of touch, suggesting to the writer’s mind a cor¬ being the climax of this fresh impulse. The wrist can
net solo. The staccato chords should be played with a be thrown high enough before playing the sixteenth notes
to touch them lightly on the passage down to the dotted
light touch, like the pizzicato on the violin.
It is a frequent habit of composers to write some half notes, A flat. Hence the double down marks over
definite marks of expression or touch at the commence¬ this note, J | ^.
ment of a theme, but afterwards omitting such marks,
Many careless players fail to make the time of six¬
trusting to the good judgment of players to continue
similar phrases in the manner marked at the beginning. teenth notes correct when playing marches ; they make
These staccato basses and chords should be continued them too long and the dotted eighth notes of the same
wherever there are eighth notes and eighth rests alternat¬ beat too short; they play as if the first note was two
ing. This staccato touch can be best played by prepar¬ parts of a triplet and the last the third note of the triplet,
ing the hand at the key-board with level wrists and thus making it a third of a beat instead of a quarter of a
sharply curved fingers, then drawing the wrist suddenly beat. They also play it too loud, for the accent should
up and backwards at the same instant, picking the keys fall on the note after the sixteenth, as ^ J , like the
lightly with the finger tips
It is well to avoid an
exclamation when heartily given, ‘ ‘ Hurra/t’ ’—the accent
attack upon these staccato chords from above the keys,
on the last syllable.
as in the ordinary staccato touch, in order to render the
The first three chords of measure 17 should be treated
touch more light where used in connection with the
quite like the preceding A flat octaves, the first chord
theme.
giving the momentum by which the third and heavier
The notes of melody in the upper voice call for a
chord is taken ; but in loud chord playing either the fin¬
stronger, more positive touch and not as short a staccato
gers or wrists should act with a springy elasticity, to pre¬
as the chords of the accompaniment. (That is, those
melody notes marked staccato ; see measures 1, 2, 3, 4, vent over harshness of tone quality. Every musical
etc.)
The writer uses undulating movements of the phrase should have a climax, quite usually the highest
forearm for the short slurs of the upper voice in produc¬ note of the phrase ; see the B flat of the third measure
ing this kind of staccato, by letting the wrist sink quite of the march and the A flat, the first note of the twen¬
low at the beginning of a siur and raising it at the end tieth measure. The chords for the left hand should
of the slur. The arm above the elbow is held quietly, usually be played with their lowest tone stronger than
and the curve of the finger tips scarcely changed, and the other notes of the chord ; this can be easier done by
tlie knuckle joints not moving or breaking, neither up nor preparing the right fingers with that sense of feeling that
down from their position near the key-board. The tone these keys are to receive* the greater force or weight of
The extended chords, like the others, should
is made by the unconscious help that the fingers give the touch.
forearm in its gentle effort to rise in its undulating receive an accent on their lowest note ; therefore take
movement. It is not unlike the "recoil of a discharging care not to strike them before coming to their instant of
gun. This touch gives a beautiful tone and is graceful passing time, or before the corresponding melody note is
in effect. However, I have found very few pupils who taken, striking the bass note with the melody note and
could avoid other better known wrist and finger move¬ not before. This especially applies to measures 20, 24
Few players of my acquaintance have
ments sufficiently to use this touch with success, even 92 and 96.
developed the preparatory method of moviug wrist and
after several lessons.
holding
fifth
linger
steady enough to do this successfully.
In measures 4, 8, 12, 16, 28, 32, and also in other
measures further on. there is a harmonic cadence leading I throw the wrist down with steadily prepared fifth
either to a partial or complete close. Each chord at such finger at the bass note, playing the other notes of the
movements should be more strongly accented than ordi¬ chord with finger action, the other fingers being raised for
this purpose. The wrist should remain low, level with
narily.
The writer wishes to express different grades of accents the key-board, but turning sufficiently to the rightby the following marks: The mere pressure touch inward—until after playing all of the notes in the
marked —, ordinary accents >, positive accents/\ or V, chord. Where it proves helpful the fingers first raised
very sharp accents sf or sfz, and firm, sustaining accents or extended can be drawn inward somewhat as they
marked Ten.
Four-four time naturally demands a play, thus adding strength to the touch.
The trio, which begins with the last beat of measure
strong accent on the first beat and a medium on the third,
while a light or negative accent on the first tone of the 32, has the character of the wood wind instruments of
secoud and fourth beats are quite generally important. the orchestra, clarionettes, oboes, flutes, etc., for its first
To allow these shaded accents to be heard and felt by eight measures; after this, call to mind the effect of
the listener it is necessary that other notes than the first strings in pizzicato with triangles and cymbals. I would
call attention to the modulation of startling brilliancy to
in each beat be lightly played.
The third chord in measure 8 is the end of the phrase ; the key of D major in measure 93, and the return modu¬
the fourth chord of this measure is an introductory lation in measure 94, fourth beat.
The motive of three notes with which the trio begins :
chord to the next phrase, and should be accented
accordingly ; it contains a modulating tone—G flat—
which brings in the original key, D flat. In measure 7,
third chord, A natural is the leading tone in the key of
B flat minor, the fourth chord of the measure/ In
measure 8, the second chord, E flat, is dominant, its G
natural is the leading tone of the dominant seventh
chord in the key of A flat, the third chord of this last beat of measure 32 and first of measure 33, should
measure, in which the phrase’and first half of the period be played with an uninterrupted wave of action com¬
ends. In measure 11, fourth beat, is the dominant bined with a moderate crescendo and a smooth legato
seventh chord modulating to the key of E flat minor, touch ; all similar groups to be treated in the same man¬
measure 12. The fourth chord of this measure is domi¬ ner, regardless upon which staff they appear. See meas¬
nant. modulating back to I) flat again.
Modulating ures 33, 34, etc., and notice the additional note upon
chords and “leading tones ” should be accented, for the repetition of this motive and its imitation in measure 34.
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Andante.
From the Surprise Symphony.
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ing arm and wrist touches before the finger touch, even

lectual phase of the work.

the pian

before teaching the pupil to read musical notation, composi
is
the taking of just such advantage, and is in itself exempli
which to train the muscles to perform these automatic
No on
motions and become unconscious of technic ? Let us logical.
metrono
Order
has
much
to
do
with
automatism.
If
we
do
consider the movements involved.
There are three
an end,
touches: arm, hand or wrist, and finger. They must be not fall in with and use the natural bent of the mind, we
motion.
are
at
cross
purposes
with
it,
and
absolutely
cannot
used separately or in combination. When one is used
making
all motion of the others must be absent, and the muscles acquire an easy automatism.
It is a natural sequence that, after acquiring control of grees, so
And the question arises as to what is the best order in

concerned in such motions be absolutely without tension,
in perfect repose-, not held stiff, but at rest. This the strong arm and wrist muscles, so that they can be nently f

ful a tim

means ability to use the weaker muscles of the fingers

restrained or made to do any particular movements nec¬

without the obtrusive interference of the stronger arm

essary, without stiffness or undue exertion of muscular who sho

and wrist muscles,

energy, the fingers should move easily and be more com¬

or the use of the weaker

wrist

muscles without involving the stronger arm muscle.

It

For these reasons, therefore, teach wrist and arm

is individualizing things, you see.
Now, it is comparatively easy for any student to move

will mak

It has

pletely brought into subjugation.

of accur

touches with the very first lesson, and leave finger exer¬ and mu

either arm, wrist, or fingers when no particular strength

cises to be used after a good arm and wrist touch is

think

is involved by concussion with the keys.

gained and confirmed.

that ver

this par

When, however, the fingers come in contact with the

STUDY or RHYTHM.

keys the act of giving the necessary rigidity to the finger
stiffens all muscles in the arm.

Now, the point I make

I have

within t

BY F. A. LYMAN, A. C. M.

the rhyt

is, that by teaching a finger touch first this difficulty is

comes m

increased ; whereas, by beginning at the shoulder and

It is the writer’s confirmed belief that no one thiDg in

working toward the fingers, it is largely obviated, if not

musical instruction is so often badly imparted as that of

altogether done away with.

the study of rhythm or measure, the so-called study of perusal

The use of any touch re¬

quires the action of two sets of muscles :
and flexor.

the extensor

a

time.

Let m

It is believed that the subject is not well enough but, wh

The alternate contracting and relaxing of known by the majority of teachers of music.

There is way of

these renders needful a complete mental control of all

much good teaching of other things, such as touch,

stages of their action.

technic, dynamics, etc., but a deplorable lack in this one puzzles.

In addition to this, each touch is

a combination of actions.
sides the

In a wrist or arm touch, be¬

necessary movements of

the wrist or

arm

direction.

If this be so, why so?

manner,

Perhaps one reason

may be that it is not as pleasant to carefully teach rhythm

muscles in raising and lowering the hand, the finger as it is some part of music from which the pupil may
muscles are concerned in giving the required rigidity of gain a constant impression of sounds ; but what if the
finger to bring down the key.

To use just enough finger

strength to meet this requirement is difficult.

sounds issue from the instrument in a broken, uncouth
manner?

Again, in a finger touch the weight of the hand—de¬

Shakespeare says:

How sour sweet music is when time is broke and no pro¬

termined by the action of the extensor muscles of arm

portion kept.”

and wrist—greatly modifies the delicacy of the tone.

to teach rhythm by imitation.

To

‘‘Hal Hal keep time.

Too many teachers undoubtedly try
Now, why not make

hold a light, loose arm and wrist without an approach

pupils do more thinking ?

toward stiffness, and at the same time have a free, strong

rhythm of as much importance as anything in music?

use of the fingers, is the difficulty here.

Is not the study of time or

Anything which

What does Mozart say in answer to the question ? “ Time

will give control of the strong arm and wrist muscles, so

is at once the most difficult to obtain and the most

that they may be held still without stiffness, allows the

neglected part of the study of music.”

fingers more freedom in their action and places within
the student’s reach a more perfect technic.

This con¬

Maelzel gave to the thousands of musical students a
great boon when he invented the little instrument with a

trol can be better and more easily obtained and con¬

click and a bell, I mean the metronome.

firmed before the fingers are brought into action.

and student of music should provide himself with one of

The mind can be concentrated upon the action of the
lifting muscles of the arm and wrist, their action (the
arm and wrist) can be separated, the power of holding
them quiet and in a state of perfect repose can be per¬
fectly confirmed only by exercises disassociated with any
distinct use of the fingers.
done at any time.

You may say this can be

Perhaps it may, but after this is done

the greater work still remains, i. e., the training of the
fingers to sensitiveness in touch—the sense of feeling
in the finger-tips already mentioned—as well as the most
flexible condition possible.
And it is this work which can be best done after a

these valuable instruments and use it.
dents of very limited

Every teacher
If there be stu¬

Amer

only opp
ing won
I should
musical
—lack o
we have
of a ce
violin so
expect c
but ther
Our y
tion, an
boy or a
allow a
t
Oh I
studying

means, who cannot afford the

i 6 1)1
expense of a large one of the Maelzel type, they can at p acable
ngers w
least own one of the pocket metronomes, which answer
.■i
w
all purposes.
stick if t
If it be one of the latter how may it be used? asks keeping
iN o su
some one. Suspend it in plain sight and watch carefully
oug
to
as it swings to and fro.
With a very little practice a
re am m
performer can so cultivate his attention that he may see
evo ing
the swing of the metronome and play at the same time, F-r ■ an
’
and this without looking directly at the metronome.
The first thing for a pupil to fix in his mind is abso¬ 7?,?

F F8

perfect control of all arm and wrist touches is acquired. lute rigidity of movement in simple two-part measure. mvnr The arm and wrist touches are the foundation which

From this he may go on to three, four, six, and even the hpcnmL
If the time names in use and mIF
and delicacy of touch erected thereon, rather than to since the time of Monsieur Chevb, or by tonic sol-fa now a r)
now-a- d
proceed to fasten the roof to the scaffolding instead of teachers, be rightly used they will very materially aid
should be built first, and the superstructure of technic

the house proper.

more complicated measures.

They should be thoroughly under the pupil in naming the positive length of each note •

control and susceptible to the slightest impulses of the

but I must repeat, the units or simple measures without

Have th

players would claim to belong to that enviable class said
to “ have no nerves.” It is far more reasonable to
explain their indifference on the ground that they lack
true sense—using the word as synonymous with delicacy,
appreciation, spiritual perception and taste,—no matter
how correct the ear, how skillful the manipulation, or
how thorough the technical knowledge. Such singers
and players, whether pupils or teachers, should both
metaphorically and literally “ turn over a new leaf” in
this respect, and do the latter in as noiseless—and con¬
sequently in as unobjectionable—a manner as possible.
— Werner's Voice Magazine.
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Every mail brings in many long lists of subscriptions.
The Etude nearly doubled its circulation the past
year.
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The more subscriptions the better we can make The
Teachers and students of the pipe organ will find a
helpful book in the pamphlet, “ A Graded List of Studies Etude.
Many subscribers are getting large lists.
and Pieces for the Organ,” by Everett E. Truette. It
Renew your subscription early.
is in eight grades, with full titles of a great number of
Accep
Teachers will find valuable teaching pieces in this
pieces and studies, and by whom published. Price of
larly. I
the pamphlet in leatherette cover, 60 cents. Can be had year’s Etudes.
variety
The Etude reprints the best things from foreign
at this office.
paper.
“ Preludes and Studies, Musical Themes of the Day,” music journals.
trast to
Do you want to know the best things in new sheet they are
by W. J. Henderson; Longmans, Green & Co., pub¬
respect,
lishers, New York. This is a book dealing with musical music? Take The Etude.

subjects in a broad and comprehensive and interesting
manner. The book is divided into four parts: A study
of “ Der Ring des Nibelungen,” Wagneriana, The Evo¬
lution of Piano Music, Schumann and the ProgrammeSymphony, all making a book of 245 pages. It is a
valuable book for studeuts and others who wish to fully
understand some of the vital and living points in
modern music.

PUBLISHER’S NOTES.
Have you renewed your subscription to The Etude ?
See date on the label of the wrapper.

A new and corrected edition of Landon’s Reed Organ
Method is now in the hands of the printer and will be
soon ready. This book is meeting with a large sale, and
we are receiving letters expressing the greatest apprecia¬
tion for its fresh music and way of giving instruction.
Teachers and conservatories wanting fine pieces for
concert and commencement use can find nothing better
than those that we have published with annotations,
analyses, and lessons by the most celebrated teachers and
musicians of our country, especially for concert use :
Valse Caprice, Rubinstein, 75c.; Kuyawiak, H. Wieniawski, 65c.; Kamennoi-Ostrow, Rubinstein, 75c.; Rondo
Capriccio, Mendelssohn, 75c.; Polonaise in D, Schu¬
mann, 35c. ; Soaring, Schumann, 50c. ; March, A. Hollaender, 75c.; Valse Brilliante, L. Gaertner, 75c.
Bound copies of The Etude for 1891 are now ready.
Price $2.50, post-paid. A bound volume of The Etude
is one of the most valuable books of musical literature
for teachers, pupils, or musical amateurs that can be
found, and it is especially so from the fact that its articles
are so eminently practical and helpful.
The Album of Instructive Pieces is meeting with much
favor from teachers who are using it. The selections
are of the choicest music, and many are annotated for
students’ use. Send for a copy and see what a fine col¬
lection of teaching music the book contains.

The best writers on musical subjects of the whole
world write for The Etude.
SPECIAL OFFER RENEWED.

The special offer for the seven new works, which was
to expire January 1st, will be continued during January.
The printers and binders have been too busy to finish all
the works before the holidays. All of the works will he
delivered during January. It must be remembered that
this offer is unusual—and will never be repeated. The
works are all new and valuable, and this is an oppor¬
tunity to get them for about one-third cost. The pub¬
lisher makes this offer to introduce the works to the
profession—see advertisement on front cover. We have
booked many hundred orders last month, and hope that
the coming month many more will avail themselves of
this exceptional offer. The separate works will be sent
special rates.
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The conditions are—that the seven works will be sent develop
postpaid for only $2.00 (two dollars).
CASH must
accompany order, even if party has an account with us.
The seven are as follows:—
February 1st.

1. Album for the Young, Op. 68.Schumann.
(With portrait, biographical sketch and his rules for
young musicians.)

2. Complete Waltzes.Chopin.
(With portrait and biographical sketch.)
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3. Theory Explained to Piano
Students.Dr. H. A. Clarke.
4. Course of Piano-forte Study,
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A
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7. Song without Words.Mendelssohn-Cady.
For
; Louisvi

Yol. 1.W. S. B. Mathews.
5. Strelezki’s Piano Studies, Yol. Ill,
6 School of Four-hand Playing,

An Explanation.—We do not send receipts for sub¬
scriptions because the address label which you will find
on the wrapper answers this purpose. The month fol¬
lowing your remittance this address label will show to
when your subscription is paid, thus indicating that we
have received the subscription price and to when you
have prepaid.
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point do you recognize? What are they?

1891.

2. What chord-intervals and what melodic-inter¬
vals are forbidden in simple two-part counter¬
point, note against note? Why are they for¬

--

GENERAL MUSICAL THEORY.

bidden ?
3. Write counterpoint above the following Bass:

it

1. What are the different kinds of Intervals?
Write complete table of intervals from F.
2. Give a list of the principal chords used in music,
in the order in which you would teach them,
also write one of each, resolving those requiring
it.

&

6. Na

7. Wh

8. At
for

HARMONY.
By what text-book do you wish to have your
paper judged?

tith

5. Giv
as a

rhy

1st. Note against note,
2nd. Two against one,
3rd. Four against one.

The Theoretic Examination consisted in a writ¬
ten examination in the following branches

4. Wh

U-

4

occ

JU- .

4. Write counterpoint below the following Bass:
1st. Note against note,
2nd. Two against one,
3rd. Four against one.

9. Bri
me
wit

10. An
ting
rica
(a)

3. What is meant by inversion? and what by posi¬
tion of chords? Give examples.

(b)

4. What are these chords ? resolve them into proper
keys and indicate their origin.

3?

(c)
(d)
(e)

5. Write an original Cantus, eight measures long,
and add:
(a) Florid counterpoint above,
(b) Florid counterpoint below.

8

American College of Musicians.
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5. (a) What are suspensions? Give rules govern¬
ing their use, and write one or two short
illustrations.
(b) The same with reference to passing notes, and
auxiliary notes.
6. (a) Harmonize the following Bass in plain §
chords, in four parts.

-(S>

-4—p.

4

^ -

&

6. (b) Also the following as figured, in four parts:
-1-R —1—h
(2 £

J
^

1
rrr-f-

f* * * 4 5?
r

-H

a

1—h

u

1

<2

- ^

■ j
1

.

1
1

„

75i
—znz

—:—n —1—h

4—

4
2

6 6

6

6 #6
A

fe
ff4

6 57
3-

(c) And the following melody, in four parts:

7
|(T\f lb J

—1-1
-A—h

_

« 1_1_,
ry, r/-7 IT
fr\7

xz

^

&

a.

/ss_1
1—. —1
St .-2.
_r

T-

f.

-J

.Z
.4—11

American College of Musicians.
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TERMINOLOGY.
The answers to the questions in this paper shall
be rated not only with regard to their accuracy, but
especially with regard to their value as definitions
from the standpoint of the teacher.
Be accurate, comprehensive, and concise.

1. Ca
tion

ted
Define
1. Scale,
2. Octave,
3. Ritenuto,
4. Non tanto,
5. Morendo,
6. Stringendo,
7. Syncopation,
8. Ritardando,
9. Senzo tempo,
10. A piacere.
Define and abbreviate,
11. Tenuto,
12. Da Capo,
13. Sforzando,
14. Forte-piano,
15. Fortissimo,
16. Volti Subito,
17. Ottava, and ottava bassa,
18. What is meant by the term tonality,
19. How are tones represented with regard to pitch?
20. Point out the defects in the following definition
of the Tie (quoted from a current text-book) “a
curved line connecting two or more notes upon
the same degree of the staff.” Give your own

definition also,

2. Wh

3. Sup
and
illu

4. W

Ca

fro

staf

5. De

six

6.

Wr
Illu

4. Gi
4. Modulate from C to A flat, G minor to A major,
In the original.

5. W

F to E minor, each within four measures.

on

5. (a) Harmonize the following Bass, (note against
note,) four parts, and figure it.—

-fH Fp
B3 rt-t—
-f>-4

5

:

P

=t=]

-pS-

"1

1

EH5

T-'fg-

en-fii

6. C

—1

-7) IT

¥ -ir—

fo

l—

(b) Write out again, with upper part ornamen¬
ted with passing notes.
(b) How should the mordent (*v) be played in
the following measures from Bach?

6. Harmonize the following.

7. W

(a)

(b

20

American College of Musicians.
(c) How should the grace notes be played in the

32
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7. Write piano accompaniment to this melody.

following measure by Grieg?
=F=t
# • *

& #LJ—H

O

m

R=B
-i—u

—*"

-O V

i

—!—
5: • :

j-jz•

fj •

1. N

W

an

2. W
8. Correct the following.

de

(d) Is the rule for the playing of grace notes in¬
variable in orchestral music?

3. W

Does the rule

h

vary in piano-forte music of different epochs
and styles ?

in

Can you formulate general rules

p

for the correct execution of similar embellish¬

4. W

ments in the works respectively of Bach,
Mozart,

Beethoven,

Chopin,

S

Schumann,

w

Liszt?

ch
6. Give your ideas as to the best general method of
playing.

5. D

COUNTERPOINT.

laying the foundations of artistic piano-forte

m

Make special reference to the kind of

exercises, studies, and pieces, and the methods

1. What can you say of the harmonic basis of
counterpoint?

of studying and practice which, on general prin¬
ciples, will most speedily contribute to such a

2. Write counterpoint to the following Cantus Fir-

result.
7. Give a listof the compositions of Bach, Clementi,

E

6. H

in

mus in four parts.

w

(a) in 1st. order Cantus, in the Soprano,

E

S

Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Liszt,

(b) in 2nd. order Cantus, in the Alto,

and other composers of ability, past or present,

(c) in 3rd. order Cantus, in the Tenor,

which you have studied.

(d) in Florid counterpoint, Cantus in the Bass.

7. N

(Q
e

8. Supply the fingering, phrasing, dynamic signs,
and use of pedals in the preceding examples, and
in the accompanying selection.

v
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Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections.
A SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER!

BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
1 Volume.
fully

12mo.

printed on

Pages 352.

Price $2.00.

fine heavy paper,

Beauti¬

An Organ for Every Home.

The
for Th
sendin

and handsomely

bound with gilt top and uncut edges.

Within this brief compass, the author has
managed to include the essential facts and the
more significant illustrations of the large histories,
together with much original matter. This work
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an
intermediate position between the very long his¬
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬
tions were freely added, so that the result is what
is confidently offered as the best popular history
of music yet written.

35 Subscriptions, a Four-Octave Organ.
40 Subscriptions, a Five-Octave Organ.

Intr

Addm‘ THEODORE PRESSER,

This is an excellent offer, and comes rarely for procuring
a good instrument, by procuring the above number of
subscriptions for this journal. The organ is cheap only
in price ; in workmanship, or quality of material used it is
the best. The names of the subscribers need not all be
sent in at one time, but begin at once to interest your
friends and pupils, and send in the subscriptions as you
procure them, but let us know that you are working for
the organ. When the required number is procured, the
organ will be sent either by freight or express at the
expense of the receiver. The organ is the one known
as the Carpenter Companion Organ, No. 2. A full de¬
scription of it will be sent upon application. A warranty
for eight years is given with each instrument.

1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA.

PALMER’S

PALMER’S

New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary
of Musical Terms.

PIANO PRIMER.

2600

TERMS DEFINED.

A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is
15th EDITION.
required by musical students and teachers. It should
be in the possession of every person who studies music.
Notes and Remarks by such Musicians as Dr.
Will. Mason, Mr. Win. 11. Sherwood,
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc.

It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of
commendation of it have been received from the most
prominent musicians in more than twenty different
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper
covers, 60 cents. Address

PRICE 25 CENTS.

THEODORE PRESSER,

Address
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1704 Chestnut St., Philad'a, Pa.
SECOND

EDITION.

SONATINA ALBUM
COMPILED BY THEO. PEESSEE.

Price

.

$1.00, Bound in Board Cover.

PI

THEODORE PRESSER,
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA.

Lessons in Musical History,
BY
JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE.

Price $1.50 postpaid.
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬
tutions.
Address Publisher,

Theodore Presses,
1704 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Introduction.*AGg
Kullak. Op. 81. No. 3. Grandmother tells a Shuddering Tale. 7
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Burgmuller. Op. 76. No. 1, Rondiletto.. 20
Spindler. Op. 136. No. 1, Sonatina in 4 Hands.. 04
Hummel. Op. 52. Rondoletto.
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ReylofL The Fuchsia.
20
Kuhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina. ..
4
Steibelt. Turkish Rondo.
4Clementi. Op. 36. No. 1, Sonatina.
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Kjerulf. Scherzino.
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Greig. Op. 12. No. 7, Album Leaf..
Smith. Babbling Brook....
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PART IV. — School of Octave and Bravura Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction.
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two young ladies, as boarders in
Playing—in preparation.

her family during the winter, who desire a thorough musical edu¬
cation with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence,

288 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.
PRICE OF EACH $1.00.
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc.

MR. ALBERT W. BORST,
An original system for the development of a complete
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist.

Its

Teacher of the

ORGAN - AND - PIANOFORTE

pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid
and thorough development; the application of accents,

58th

3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for
students studying for the profession.

distinguishing characteristics are : An active use of the

thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch

T
Sept
new

EDWARD BAXTER DPEK.RTT
Concert Pianist and Lecturer

Lecture Eecitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty.

that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic

Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept,
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that Mr. 10th
to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct
route desiring recitals at that time.
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution.

All of which is applied to the artistic and expressive

MRS. MARY GREGORY MURRAY
(pupil op william mason)
Instructs Teachers and Students in the

rendition of musical compositions.

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BEAUTIFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE.

ITJusic and Culture.
By CARL MERZ, MUS. DR.

“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.”
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with
Wit
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬
a sple
ciations and Classes of Students.
Address, Care of The Etude.

Conse
Music.
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS,
year’s
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR
Term
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian
If y
Methods.
branch
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy.

JAMES M.

PRICE $1.75.

TRACY,

LEIPSIC AND WEIMAR, 1869-62,

PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER.

nAU
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WARR

CONTENTS.
of Mus
-TERMS:Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s $60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. and a
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and
address ;
Establ
37 Fort Avenue, or Chickering’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON.
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful,
W. RHY8-HERBERT,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Dana’s
Mus. Bac.; Gold Medalist, 1892;
Dana’s
Education, Memory, Woman in
The A
Teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Etc., Nation
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬
Progre
BY CORRESPONDENCE.
tion, Expression, Maxims.
Add
v
5ork *? alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To
both it offers valuable alvice and encouragement. It contains over
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style.

AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE.

MUSICAL AUTHORS.
A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC STUDENT.

Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations.

Terms, Moderate.

Address, HAZLETON, PA.

Portraits of great Musicians.
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.

Price $1.00.
“

Postage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra.

$5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak.
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge.

PRICE 35 CTS., POSTPAID.
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any number of players. The object of the game is to
impress on the mind of the players the important events
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.

The following are now ready:—

BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART,
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN.
OTHERS TO FOLLOW.
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portraits
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tion wherever introduced. The former price for these
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Suitable for the most £ °“e
Harpe
THEODORE PRESSER,
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor.
pages
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA.
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cians and teachers of our times. These studies have
melodic as well as technical value.

1076. Houseley, Henry. Bygone Days,
Dance Antique. Grade IV.

1144. Krutsch, Oscar.
Gavotte. Grad

1077. Goerdeler, Richard. Angels’
Voices, a Lullaby. Grade IV.

1145.

50

This is one of the most popular parlor pieces, and is
selling by the thousands, several editions being rapidly
exhausted. It gives the pupil delightful material for
the study of easy arpeggioed chords, hand or wrist
touch on short chords, and in a le2ato baritone-like
melody. Teachers are ordering this in quantities.

1078. Goerdeler, Richard. Sleeping
Beauty, Polka. Grade IV.

Beethoven. Op.
in G. Grade V

This grand composition
ing and accentuations, wit
pupil, the Chevalier de
Andante in C of this sona
reading in our ossai, besi
one, which explains an
wondered over, viz., a stac
shows Beethoven’s style
with staccato accompanim
printed, and in every way

1147 . Long, Dion N.
Grand Valse.
40

Bright and lively, melodious and pleasing. A good
study for facility of technic, elastic touch, and easy
wrist or hand touch.

1079. Goerdeler, Richard.
Primrose,
Polka Mazurka. Grade IV.

Original effects and strik
work and practice on the d

50

This gavotte has both an antique and rustic content,
and it is decidedly pleasing and effective. It' abounds
in contrasts both ruggedly beautiful and delicately
sweet. It furnishes the pupil a fine opportunity for
the study of the demi-staccato touch, arpeggioed
chords, and easy left-hand development.

A brilliant and pleasin
phrasing, demi-staccato, a

1148. Kavanagh, Igna
Father, Hear U
35

A taking piece in the popular style. Excellent prac¬
tice for hand or wrist touch on small chords and
sixths.

A beautiful church piec
testant use. Compass mi
the staff, mezzo soprano o
in harmonies and a “ sing
style.

1080 to 1102. Inspirations for the Young
1149. Alden, J. O. A
Musician.
Edited by W. S. B.
Song. Grade I
A simple and comprehe
Mathews and Hamilton C. Macin both major and mino
dougall. Grades II to IV. 15-30
quite pretty. Just the th
Pieces by Reinecke, Lange, Kullak, Spindler,Gurlitt,
Merkel, Reinhold, etc., etc. Annotated with ample
notes, helps, explanations, and practical suggestions.
Superior print, paper, and engraving. An invaluable
set of pleasing and formative teaching pieces.

1103. Goerdeler, Richard. Under the Elm
Tree, Idylle. Grade IV.
Pleasing melody. Excellent material for teaching
purposes in the practice of broken octaves, reiterations,
arabesques, and chord work.

1104. Waddington, Edmund.
Morning
Dew, Morceau. Grade IV.
'

them about key relation
flats.
“By this simple
We can learn
Starting on th
Add F sharp,

40 1150. Rubinstein, A.
E Flat. Grade

50

In sweetly-contrasted melodies. Good touch study
on demi-staccato, arpeggioed chords, and singing mel¬
ody.

1105. Waddington, Edmund.
In the
Grove, Meditation. Grade IV.

1161. Geibel, A.
B
Grade IV
50

Brilliant beautiful, and a popular favorite. It is a
piece that is sure to interest the pupil. Has good
teaching points on time and touch.

1106. Waddington, Edmund.
Forest
Whispers, Idyl. Grade.IV.

Pleasing to the popular taste, and good material for
practice on runs and for the clinging legato touch.

Bright, brilliant, and
Btyle, yet it has a charmi
rite with pupils and teac

1152. Goerdeler, Rich
Waltz, Four H
50

A song-like melody in the pastoral style, sweet and
charming. It furnishes good practice on runs, melody,
touch, and free wrist work

1107. Waddington. Edmund.
At Twi¬
light Nocturne. Grade V...

This is the most popula
is equally interesting to
is a superior edition, wit
lesson by Charles W. Lan
pages. The lesson the t
on a separate sheet.

A delightful waltz in
The secondo is but Grade

1153. Aldrich, P. D.
1. Grade V
50

In the antique style, w
developed. It affords go
Btudent, and, when learn
in sonorous harmonies a
melody.

